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   I}} this article we seudy, givex a pair ef likteger$ (d, g), the pscblegÅr
of exist•ence of a $mooth, irredgcib}e, Ron-degeE'kerate curve ln P" of
degree d and genus g (the Halphen-Castelnuovo prob}em). NVe define
two domains from the (d,g)-plane, D? and Dg, and we prove that
there is no gap in Dr. This follows constructing curves on some ra-
tional surfaces with hyperelliptic hyperplane sections and from some
previous theorems of Ciliberto, Sernesi and of the author. Moreover,
in the last section, based on some results of Horrowitz, Ciliberto, Har-
ris, Eisenbud, we conjecture that Dg is the right lacunary domain.
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1 Introduction 
In this article we work over an algebraically closed field K of characteristic 
zero (e.g. K = C the complex field); see tl悶 section4 also for arbitrary 
characteristic. We'll use the standard notatio紙 see[Hal]. 
By a curve (resp. a surfiαce) we mean a K-algebraic integral scheme of 
dimension 1 (resp. 2). If not otherwise specified the curves剖1dsurfaces 
appearing in this paper will be supposed non-singular. 
A (possible singular) curve C C pn ( =the projective n-space) is called 
ηon-dεgεneriαtεif it is not contained in any hyperplane. 
Given a property P we call P-H1αlphen Cαstelnuovo Theory in pn the 
study of existence -for arbitrary, but fixed triplets if integers （九dぅg）ぅ幻と 2う
dどn,g三0-of non-degenerate (possible singular) curves C C p叫 ofdegree 
d and geometric genus gう andhaving the property P. Then it is natural t 0
study the (non-emp fan 
The property 1フcouldbeう forinst札nceう smootheness’linearnormality, 
projective nor題alityラ maximalrankラ expectednumber of moduli, etc. If 
P=smootheness and H:J,9 is the Hilbert scheme of smooth curves from pn (i.e. 
the closure in the general Hilbert scheme of the locus of smothラirreducibleラ
m吋 egeneratecurves from P勺 thenone could take F:J,; = H:f,9・
When studying the non-degenerate embedded curves C C pn for some 
n三2one usually study the previous schemes H1J,9ぅthe五rststep being to 
find the triplets of integers （ηぅdぅg)for which H:J,9手目.Letうsnow denote, as 
usual, byんもthemoduli space of curves of genus g. Then, there is a nat粧品
rational mapπ ＝ K'd,9 : H':1:9一一→M9who間五bersover the [CJ E M9 are 
related to the deterrr 
free li附 arsystem of degreee d and dimension s, s三n}appearir引 nthe Brill-
N oether Theory for polarized curves ( C,gd). As explained by J. Harris in [HJ う
the rational map 7r is very useful when studying the connections between the 
εxt門η
a凶 ofthe註ilbertscheme) and the intrinsic geometry (represented by the 
properties of the αbstγαct curves and of the mod凶 space)of the families of 
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curves. Certainelyぅthisis possible when π手。（肌 againwhen H'J:,9チ日）．
We recall now the Cαstelnuovo bound (found in 1893うfora modern proof, 
see [H], ch. 3): 
Theorem 1.1 ( Castelnuovo [ C]). IfηεZ, nど3αndCζ pn isα 
non-degεnerate (possibly singular) curve of degree dαnd geometric gen包sg, 
then d三nand O三g志向（dぅn).
This result has been a generalization of a previous similar resultラobtained
by Halphen and Noether in 1882 for η＝ 3 ([Hl］う［NJ).
Here π。（dゥn)is the品川 oneof the Harris占iser山idnumbers πp(d,n）ぅ
introduced in [HJ, ch.3 (for p三1）ぅ andgiven (for 0 :Sp三η－2) by: 
川 （mp-1) 
(1.1）πp＝πp(d, n）口 （n+p-1）十rnp(Ep+ p) + μPぅ where
2 
(1.2) 1rlp口 rnp(d,n) = [(d -1）／（η十p-1)]* 
(we denoteぅduringthis article, by [x]* the integer part of zεR =the field 
of the real numbers) 
(1.3) εp (dぅn)=d-1-r匂（n十p-1) 
(1.4) μP = μp(d, n) = max(O, [(p -n十2十ら）／2]*).
We re訟 arkthat向山Gand ろ＝ d2/(2何十p… 1)+ 0防毒
"¥Ve recallヲ asan exampleラ thatif P=nodality.う thecomplete answer in 
P-Halphen-Castelnuovo Theory is given by the following: 
Theorem 1.2 (Tannenbaum [T1］イT2]). For nと2,n E Z andαw 
dぅ9ε Z,dとηαnd0 :Sg :S:π。（dぅη）there isαnorレde炉neriαtecu問 eCcPn 
of degree dαnd geomet門cgenus g hαりingonlυnodesαS singulαrities. 
This Theorem generalizes a similar result of Severi from 1915 for n = 2 
([Sv]). 
If P = smootheness we arrive to the Hαlphen-Cαstelnuovo Problεm (rゃ
lated to the classi長c拭ionof the abstract curves and to the comparison bゃ
tween the intrinsic and extrinsic geo訟 et主yof c 
> 2, n E Z: 
HC(n): For which pairs of integers (dぅg）ぅd之n,0三g三πo(d,n) do 
we have Hd,9ヂ日（equivalentlyぅ forwhich pairs ( d,g) as before there is a 




This is the Problem which weう1consider in this article. 
Definition 1.3. A pαir of integers ( dラg）ァd三九 0:; g三党。（d宅η）is 
calledαgap for HC(n）ザHd,g= 0 (i.e. there isηo non-degεnerate (smooth, 
irred'ucible) curve CC pn of d叩γ・edαnd genus g). 
From the Theorem 1.2 follows that there is no gap in P寸falpherトCastelnuovo
Theory when P = nodality. Howeveムthesituation is differe武 forHC(n）う
so the Problem is more complicated. 
Indeed, HC(2) is simple: HJ,g手。仲 d三2and g口 （d-l)(d -2)/2. 
Butぅfor況と 3ぅ HG拘） becomes highly n01はどivial.A (correct) answer to 
HC(3) has been stated by Halphen in 1882 ([Hl］）う buthis proof has beenぅ
partiallyう incorrect. A complete proof has been given, 100 years laterう by
Gn総onand Peskine ([GPl］ラ［GP2]).The solution of HC(3) is the following: 
Theorem 1.4 (Halphen・・GrusorトPeskine).For HC(3) th例 α陀 two
damαins in the (d, g)-plαne: the non-lacunary domainρr' where there is 
no gαp for HC(3) and the lacunary domain D~ ， wher1εthere a柁タα：ps.He問
Dr: 0三9主π1(dぅ3),d三3
DJ：π1(d, 3) < g：；作。（ι3）ラ d三3.
Moreover, αpαir (dヲク） εDJ is not αgαp for HC(3) if (d -2)2 -4g is the 
sq閥問。fsome integeγ（see the Theorem 1.1 also). 
HC(n) has been also solved for n山 4ヲ5by Rathr 
by Ciliberto ([Ci]) and刊almost刊 solvedby Ciliberto if n = 7 （［口i]). The 
situation is similar to the case n = 3 in the sense that there are two domains: 
D~ う where there is no gapうandD~ う where there are gaps. The domains Df 
and D~ (n E {4ぅ5,6, 7}) are explicitely defined and the gaps from D2 are 
also determined (with the exception of 24 pairs for η ＝ 7 for which is not 
yet known if they are gaps or not). Results for the ge民間iHG（η） belongs 
to CilibertoぅSernesi([Ci], [CS]), Harrisう Eisenl
P加ふrescu([Pl］う［P2],[P3]) and others. W1ぜ1use some of them in the next 
section (see Section 4 alsoト
We end this section remarking that the ca回 η ＝3 of HG（η） has some 
intrinsic importa即 eヲbecausea町（smooth,irreducible) curve from some pnう
ねと生 canbe projected (soぅpreservi時 thedegree) isomorphically (so, prや
serving the genus) on P3. Bl札 formore sophisticated reasons, consisti時 in
the comparison between the extrinsic and intrinsic propertiesう thenatural 
problem is the general HG（叫，nと3.
Aknowledgement: During the preparation of this articleうIhave worked 
to the Institute of Mathematics of the Romanian Academy and I have visited 
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the University of FerraraうtheMittag-Lehfler Institute from Stockholmうthe
University of NiceうtheUniversity of AngersうTIFRMumbai, MSRI Berkeleyう
the National Australian University CanberraうtheUniversity of Iowa and the 
University of Tokyo (in this chronological order). I have had i拭erestingand 
stimulating discussions on the subject with J. Alexanderう C.Ciliberto, J. 
CoandえD.EisenbudラPh.Elliaラ主.Hartshorne, A.民irschowitz,T. Katsura, 
J. KleppeラD.Laksov, A. Lascu、Y.Migooka, C. PeskineぅM.Reid, R. Strano. 
I want to thank to ~· Basarab, A. Buiumぅ A.Dimca, D. Popescu also for 
general stimulating discussions. 
2 The functions αp(dうn);the domains DrうD2'
and A;; the Main Theorem: absence of 
gaps in DJ.i 
Before stating the Main Theorem which will be proved in this articleう we
need a number of definitions. 
For pぅnEZぅp2 0,n 2 3 we define the following numerical functions 
αp(dゥn)= d2/(2(n十p-1) + O(d) given by: 
Xp(Xp -1) 
(2.1） αp＝αp(d、n）口 （n十p-1)＋～(tp十p)+uぃ whereヱ
(2.2) Xp Xp(dぅn):= [(d -a;)/(n p 1 ）］ホ
(2.3) αp＝α；：＝ [(n -p)/2）本 1 
(2.4) tp ら（dぅn):= d -1 -xp(n十p
(2.5) 〆up Up(dラn):= [(p -n + 1十tp)/2]* . 
1高lealso consider the functions 
(2.6) 
m獄（2η
d1（η） := ~ max(2n+l ~（一4k ＋ゾ32k3 + 16k2一2k一1）， η 三 1(mod 
l 4k十 l 3 ） 
max(2n十lぅ5k+ 3 + ( 2k + 1）ゾ五五士官）ぅ η 三 2(mod 3) 
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where k = [n/3］＊う n三4.
¥Ve'll need also (with k from before): 
(2.7) 
jπk(d,n), 




μk十日iax(Oぅ九－ 3k -1）う if n 
。ラl(mod 3) 
2 (mod 3) 
｛α糾 i( d,n）ヲ
B(dぅn):= ＜ αk(dぅn),
if 2n十 1三d< d1(n) 
if n主 0(mod 3) 
l A(dぅn), if d三d1(n)
We consider now the followi時 graphs(contained in tl附（d,g)-plane）う of
equations: 
B[f: g＝川 （dうη）
iπ。（dうn), n ~ d < 2n 
Bk: g = < ーヲ k= [n/3]* l B(d, n）今 dど2n十 1
c;: g＝αp(d,n）ぅPどn/3,p川 εZ,n三3
Now we are ready to deβne the domains Df (bounded by g = 0 and Bk) 




ρ~ ： 0 ~ g三〈" l B(dぅn), d三2n十1
ρ；： B(d守的 <g三π。（dヲn),dと2η÷1
The Main Theorem belonging to Halphen-C乱stelnuovoTheory which we’1 
prove in this article is: 
MAIN THEOREM. In the domain Df there isηo gαp for HC(n）ァ
n三4,nζz. 
Remark 2.1. The Main Theorem is kno肌 tobe true ford> D(n) = 
a quαdratic function iηη （s記［Ci],[CS］ラ［Pl]). So, our main coばγibution
is for ”smαl" degr・ees,2n + 1 ~ d < D(n). MoreoverァαS町陀Cαlledin 
section 1 the Main Theorem is known to be true Joγn E {4, 5ぅ6、7｝ァ dueto 
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the contrib1出onsof Rαthmαnn ([Ra］）う Cilibe付o,Sernesi ([Ci], [CS]), and of 
the αuthor([Pl]). So, we'll suppose thαt n三8(but ourαrg匂mentswork, in 
p門nciple,for 5三； n ~ 7αlso). 
During the proof of the Main Theoremうthedomain D~ will be divided 
in subdomains A；う definedby: 
(2.11) A;_3 : 0三g三αn-3(dぅn）ぅdと2n+ 1 (between g = 0 and c; 3) 
(2.12) A；：αp+1(d -1ぅη）三g三αp(dぅη）ぅ dと2n+ l,pとn/3
(containing the domain between c;+l and c; for p三n-1: see subsection 
3.3 from section 3). 
(2.13) A；： αp+1(d -1ぅη）< g三B(d,n), dと2n+1ぅk= [n/3]* 
(containi時 thedomain between CJ:+i and BJ:) 
(2.14) A~ : 0 :;g三πo(dラn）う η三d三2n.
Lemma 2.2. In the domαin A~ the陀 isno gαp for HC(n), nと8.
Proof. We use projections of non-special curves. For d = 2n and g = 
π。（dぅn)＝π0(2n, n）うweconsider the extremal curve. 
q.e.d. 
The following equality holds (see Lemma 3.3.lb)): 
(2.15) D~ = A~ U A~n-3 U I LJ A; J U A~ 
＼号三p:;n-4 J 
We just solved the elementary step (curves in A0) of HC(n）う η と8in 
the previous lemma. By (2.15）う theMain Theorem is now the consequence 
of the following three Theorems: 
Theorem A. IfηξZ, nと8,then there is no gαp for HC(n) in the 
domαm Ak. 
The proof of this Theorem essentially belongs to Ciliberto ([Ci], Theorem 
1.1). However the statement of the Theorem A di旺ersslightly from the 
statement of the Theorem of Ciliberto. The proof of the Theorem A can be 
found in [P2]. 




The proof of this Theorem essentially belongs to Ciliberto and Sernesi 
([CS], Main Theorem), see also [Pl]. However the statement of the Theorem 
of Ciliberto and Sernesi di茸ersslightly from the statement of the Theorem 
B. The proofぱtheTheorem B can be found in [P3]. 
Theorem C. Ifη 巴Z,nと8,then there is no 9αp for HC(n) in the 
domain LJ A;. 
号三p'.5cn-4
This Theorem C represents our main contribution. It has been already 
lぽ dduri碍 theproof of the Theore認 Ain [P2]. The complete proof of the 
Theorem C is given in the next section 3. It is done constructing curves on 
some rational surfaces x; c p川 withhyperelliptic hyperplane sections. 
We end this section with a picture: 
？ 
M 2-，九 Fig. 
The hashurated domain inρ~i (a non-lacunary domain). 





Let’s fix sorr閉山tations.Let there be ~ C P2 a finite set of (distinct) points 
~＝｛九ぅ P1,...，え｝ • We denote by S口 BLr;(P2）→P2the blow up of P2 
in~ － Then Pic(S）さおφzs+lwith (l；…向ぅ－e1，・・ぅ－es）札 Z-basis(here l is
the class of the inverse image in Sofa line L C P2 and向 arethe classes of 
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the exceptional divisors Ei C S corresponding to the points R，。三 t三s). 
We recall that the intersection form on Pic( S) is gi刊 nby: 
(l ・ ei)= 0, （イ） = -1ぅi＝町三（ei ・ ej) = 0, (V)iチjぅ（l2)= 1. 
If乙＝ αl＝乞bieiεPic(S）ぅ wewrite 乙＝（α；bo,bi，・ぺbs)・
If乙＝ Os(D), D εDiv (S), we denote by [£] = IDI the complete 
linear system associated to乙（resp. D). We write ［（α；boヲbiぃ・，bs)] := 
［α；boぅbi，.一，b8].We say that α，boぅbiぃ・ぅbsare the coefficie附 of乙（or[£]).
Letうsnow analse the Gruson-Peskine type construction given by Ciliberto 
( [Ci]). The surfaces XJ: used by Cilibertoぅcontainingthe necessary curves 
(k = [n/3]*) are obtained blowing up 3k -n + 6 points from P2 in general 
position (i.e. any 3 non-collinear and not al of them on a smooth conic) and 
embedding the abstract surface obtained in such a way using the very ample 
invertible sheaf (k + 2；九13k-n+5)(we denoted （α；bぅc,.. , c)by （α；bぅcs)).
』－『......－－－＇
s tiけies
Because 3k-n+6ε｛ 4,5, 6} there is an well-known criterion giving su伍cien
conditions for a linear system in order to contain (smoothうirreducible)curves. 
Preciselyぅif乙＝（α；bo,bi，・・， bs~ ） εPic(XJ: ）ぅ sk = 3k －η＋5 and 
(3.1.1) αとbo+bi+ b2ぅboとbi~三... ~三 bs；と Oぅ α ＞ bo 
then ［乙］＝［α；boぅbiぅ・., bsk] contains a (smooth, irreducible) curve. 
Due to this criterion (depending only on coe伍dents）う theconstruction 
of curves on the surfaces XJ: has two parts: anα門thmeticalpα付ぅ wherethe 
necessary degrees and arithmetical genera are obtained using the well-known 
formulae of genus and degree for various乙εPic(XJ:）う anda geomet門Cαl
pαrtうwherethe necessary (smooth, irreducible) curves are obtained applying 
(3.1.1) to the sheaves 乙usedin order to solve the arithmetical part. 
The main contribution of this paper to HC(n) is the construction of 
invertible sheaves (and then curves) having the degree and genus in the 
domains A; (see (2.12）ぅ onsome surfaces x;. Preciselyぅletうsdenote by 
SP = s; := Bl~p (P2）ぅ L:p＝号 ＝｛Po ぅ Pi ぃ・・ぅ九~｝ c P2, s; = 3p -n + 5,
L; containing general points. Then冗；：＝ (p 十 2;pぅ l8~ ） E Pic(S;) is very 
ample (see subsection 3.2, Prop. 3.2.2) and then x; := Im刊行~］ ζPぺ
degx; ＝η＋ p -1. If p = k one obtains the surfaces XJ: used in [Ci]. 
If we try to use an argument similar to the argument from [GP2] or [Ci] for 
x；ぅsoto divide the proof in two partsぅanarithmetical and a geometrical one 
(the smoothing) we need a criterion similar to (3.1.1) for anαrbitrarνnumber 
9 
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of points from ~p· But this isぅanywayぅverycomplicated by itself (seeぅfor
inst a恥 e[Hi]). On the other ha吋う sucha general criterion m1 
conditions ( 3 .1.1) (normαlisαtion, using quadratic transformatio風間［Hi]);
but these conditions allow us to construct only curves whose degree d isd ＞α 
function of degree 3/2 inn、asit can be seen if we try to apply an argument 
as in [Ci]. Soぅinorder to produce the necessary curves for small deg陀伐 we
need a new techniqueうwhichwe shall explain here. 
The main idea is to consider the arithmetical and the geometrical parts 
of the construction of cなrveson x; entirely linked, i.e. to construct linear 
systems containing the necessary curves directly and explicitely enough using 
combinations between some simple sheaves (so, somehow easy to u凶erstand 
them). 
Explicitelyぅwe'llproceed as follows (in order to construct the necessary 
curves on x; whose (degreeぅ伊nus)belongs to the domain A;): we start 
with a simple initial family V0 of sheaves 
(3.1.2) Vo= （α＋2；αぅ1tぅ（）ヰ t)E Pic(X;), 0三t::;s；， αe z 
of arithmetical genusαand some degrees, realising the necessary genera in 
son叩 initialintervals ind (like :cp(dぅn）口 0,for instance -see (2.2) -but not 
only). The families (3.1.2）町ethe only one which are good for the initial 
inter凶 sin our訟ethod(we'll explain this later). After the initial construc畑
tion we co凶山eusing a number of inductive ar認uments(after xp( d, n）う for
inst a即 e,but not o叫T）ヲ addingrepeatingly to V0 (by tensorisation) some 
岳部ple担d well understood) invertible sheavesラsimilarto the class of hy-
perpl仙 esection (see Lemma 3.2.4). Let’s explainぅshortlyうwhythe inductive 
processes works. Letうssuppose that we need to construct curves on the sur-
faces x; of degree d and genus g ＝巧（d,n) (see (1.1)). Let's suppose that 




mp ( d + ( n+ p -1) = mp ( d)+ 1 
in order to construct curves C with (deg(C），ボC))= (d, g), we proceed 
as follows: if the curves C have degrees d and genera g ＝πp(d川） in the 
domain mp(dぅ7け＝肌 thenthe (smoothぅirreducible!)curves C＇巴IC+H;I,
H;E訟÷2;p, 1 s;Jhave degrees d' = d÷（η÷p-1) and genera g' ＝り（d',n) in 
the 附 xtdomain mp(d, n) = m十1(use (3.1.3)). Hence, we obtain invertible 
sheaves for al pairs ( dぅタ）， g ＝介P( d,n) as far as we succeed to construct these 
10 
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invertible sheaves in the domain mp(dうη）= 0. Moreover, we can test when 
the associated linear system contain (smoothう irreducible)c 
the appearing linear systems I Do+ tH;I, tミ0are simple enough (specialize 
the points from 'E; on a rational plane curve of degree p + 1,having one 
ordinary singular point P0 with multiplicity pう seeProp. 3.2.2 and Lemma 
3.2.4). 
In our case, in order to construct the necessary curves covering by (degreeぅ
genus) the domains A; it is necess訂yto change in some way the fuctionsπp 
so that the initial verifications (corresponding to mp ( dぅn)= 0) to be made 
using sheaves as in (3.1.2) and a property as in (3.1.3) to stil hold (a凶 some
others appearingヲseesubsection 3.3うLemma3.3.1). We get in such a way 
the (unique) functions αp(dぅn)from section 2 (see (2.1)). 
Moreoverぅthemethod shortly explained here works only if #'E; = 3p 
n+6三 12(#A means the number of elements of the finite set A) so, 
if p三n/3+ 2. So, for #L.；三 11we need α7川 hermethod in order to 
construct curves on x;. Because we need such curves for smαl degrees also, 
the inductive argument is used againうaspossible. But in this second method 
of construction we'll bιpartially inspired from [GP2], because in this case 
a smoothing criterion of type (3.1.1) will be good e即時h(it is obtained 
specializing the points from L-; on a smooth plane cubic curve, see Prop. 
3.2.1 and 3.2.3). In this ca民 asupli附 Mαryproperty of the functions αp 
will be necessaryうnamelythat these functions must be related in a円good”
way with the genus formula (see subsection 3.3, Lemma 3.3.2); and this is 
possible exactly because one uses initial families of type (3.1.2) (so these 
families are obligatory). 
The smoothing criteria used in the methods are collected in the subsec-
tion 3.2うinProp. 3.2.3 and Lemma 3.2.4. The numerical properties of the 
functions αp are presented in the subsection 3.3. In the subsection 3.4 wぜ1
construct invertible sheaves from Pic(X;) covering by (degreeぅarithmetical
genus) the domain A;, using both methods. In subsection 3.5 we'll apply 
the two smoothing criteria to sheaves from the subsection 3.4 in order to get 
(smoothヲirreducible)curves. We remark that the domain of applicability of 
the 五rstmethod briefly described here is (Rl), while the domain of appli-
cability of the second method (using some of the Gruson-Peskine ideas) is 
(R2）う where:
(3.1.4) (Rl）： η と9,n/3 + 2三η－4 (so #L.；三 12)
(3.1.5) (R2) : n三8ぅ η／3三Pぅη／3+ 2 (so #L.；三 11)
11 
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We end this section remarking that the constructions from the subsection 
3.4 and 3.5 have ηo degree of fiγeedom, but they cover al the ranges. Letうお
remark that the method used in (R2) cannot be used in general, because the 
condition (C5) from Prop. 3.2.3 gives (smoothぅirreducible)curv，削 onlyfor 
d＞αquadratic function in n ifused for p = n -4うn-5、．
3.2 Two smoothing criteria; the surfaces x; 
Let there be ~ C P九~ = ｛九ヲP1，・・，Ps} a set of general poi凶sand 
S：口 Blε（P2)-!.+ P2 the blow up of P2 in ~. 
The first smoothi時 criterionis i) from the next Proposition 3.2.1 (refor伽
mulated in Prop. 3.2.3). 
Proposition 3.2.1. !JV 
b1三．．．三 b3> 0,then: 
（α；boうんい・・，b8) E Pic(S) is so thαtα三bo之
i）εach mεof the co悦itions(i.1）ヲ（i.2),(i.2）＇ヲ（i.3）う （i.3)'ir 
0, wlもenε
(i.1）：α－乞b1三 1; 
(i.2): 2 :;s三？？ α三三b1;
。2)':2計三？？ α－L:bt三－1，ち0>bi; 
(i.3): s以， α三工も1,3α ヱーbz三1;
(i.3)': s::: 8ヲα－L:bz三－1,3α－乞b1三1,bo > bi; 
抗） εαchone of the coτ泌tions（託.1)'(i. 2)' （払2｝＇ヲ（札3),（れ.3）’t悦 ，plies
hoゆ） 7'色。？ゆ＇］ hasれobase point and co叫ainsα（smooth, 'irreducible) cu：刊叫
where 
(i.1）：α三2:b1;
(i.2): 2さs::;6, a::: 2:b1; 
l＝。






Remark. This is a Harbourr 
Proof. A direct proof can be obtained specializing the points from E 
on as訟oothplane cubic r 0ζP2 (general on r 0）宅 usinginduction on s and 
standard exact sequences. The details are left to the reader (or see [P4]). 
q.e.d. 
Proposition 3.2.2. Let there be V = (p十 2;p,l8）εPic(S), p E Z, 
pと1. Then: i) ifs :; 3p + 3,then h0(V）ヂ0,[VJ hαs no bαse point and 
containsα（smooth, 'i門、educible)curve; 
i）ザs三3p,then V is veryαmp le.
Remark. A proof of i) can be found in [Gi]. 
Proof. A direct proof can be obtained specializing the points from E 
(except for the last one) on a rational irreducible plane curveム。 C P2 of 
degree p÷1 having only one ordinary singularity of multiplicity p：為的1
be the singular pointぅP1,..、Psi E卒。うえ者 .6.o・すhenuse standard exact 
sequences and standard techniques in order to separate points and tangent 
vectors. The details are left to the reader (or see [P 4]). 
q.e.d. 
Nowぅweare ready to define the surfaces x;1. Precisely, let there be p E Z, 
k三p三n-4ぅk= [nノ／3]*,n E Z, nと5and 丸山勾：： ｛Po ぅ P1 ぃ・・ぅ Ps~ ｝ c 
P2 (s; := 3p-n + 5)be a set of general points. From Prop. 3.2.2 i) follows 
that冗；：＝ (p÷2;p, l8~ ） E Pic(S;) (s; := Bl勾（P2))is very ample on s;. 
Then: 
X；：二I
The surfaces x; a閃 rationalhav 
one can easily check ( doi時 computations)that x; c pn and deg(X;) 
n+p-1. lfp=k（口［n/3]*)one obtains the surface used in [Ci]. 
Now we need to reformulate Prop. 3.2.3 i) in the Gruson-Peskine 仲
ordinates ( dぅT : 81，・・・， Bs~ ） ([GP2, step 2]); this is possible. Soぅfor V 日
Pic(x；）空 ZEBzs~＋1, V = Ox(D) = （α；九bi，・・・， bs~ ） ぅ satisfying α三boと
ん三．．．と bs~ 三 Oぅ（ρG Div(x；）ぅ weconsider tr山 changeof coordinates 
(in Pic(X;) QSl Q) given by: 
(3.2.1) r：十九供：＝ト－ bi, i 
If d = deg(D) := (V ・ H;) (H; E ［π；］） and g口 Pα（D）ぅ usingthe genus 
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formula one obtains: 
(3.2.2) 
p-n十5 ふ
d = 2 7' 十 2α ＋） ~Bi;g F,(r)-~~Bf 
(3.2.3）乃（← F!'n （γ）：＝~［d(r-1）十 （p-l)r-n 十：－ 1斗
Prop. 3.2.1 i) can be reformulated now as: 
Proposition 3.2.3. Let therεbe 
ち＝ Ox;(D）モ Pic(X;), V = （α；九九...'bsジー
If the following conditions (Cl), (C2）ヲ （CS),(C4), (C5）αγε simultane欄
O'US[y s的手edるyVin thεcoordinates ( d,r・ ち・・・，Bsi;）ヲthen[V] = IDIチも？
has no base point a，吋
(Cl) 民三 ~r (mod 1い＝士写；
(C2) d÷ ~ （p-n+5）γ ーか三 0 (m叫；
(C3) IB1 I :; 02三 主匂三；；
(C4) イ i+ ~ei 三 d －~（n-p 十 1)r; 
(C5) dと（p-1）γ＋2. 
Proof‘Left to the reader (similar to the case n = 3ラsee［註a2],[GP2]). 
q.e.d. 
We end this section with a technical lemma (which represents the second 
S訟oothingcriterion）う essentialin section 3.5. 
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Lemma 3.2.4. If pうれ εZ,nと3,P三~ + 2,let's consider the following 
invertible sheαves from Pic(X;): 
行1＝冗；：＝ (p + 2;p, 1ヰ），
行2＝冗；：＝ (p + 2;pぅ l8~ 1ぅ0）ぅ
行；＝（？旬~i,1)' := (p+ l;p-1ぅ1s~ － 5 うがう 12,0）ぅ
行；＝（？均~i,2)' := (p + l;p - 1 ぅ l8~ 7うがう14ぅ0）ぅ
行；＝（？均~i,3)' := (p + l;p -1, ls~ －9 うがう 16,0）ぅ
チ｛~ = (1旬士じ）＇:= (p + l;p 1, is~ － ll うがう 18 ぅ 0).
Ift1,t2，・・，t5E Z, tiぅ・・・うおと 0,let there be 
(3.2.4) D :=Do+ ti行1+ t2冗2+ t3冗；十t4冗；＋t5行；＋t5行iεPic(x;)
whεre 
Do:= （α＋2；αぅ九円ぃ., ls;:J）ぅ巧 ε｛Oぅ1｝ぅ j＝王s;
αndη ＝ 1 for u 叩 luεsof the index j (0三u三ヰ）. Let's denote by 





implies [DJチ（／）， [DJ witho叫 bαsepoints and containsα（smooth, irreducible) 
curvε． 
Proof. Write 
1フ＝ tiDx1 + t2Dx2 + t3Dx3 + t4Dx4 + t5Dx5 + t6Dx6 ＋冗
X1, .. 'X5εZうwhere
Dx1 := (x1+2；九is；）ぅ
Dx2 := (x2 + 2; X2ぅ1s;-1ぅ0）ぅ
Dx3 := (x3 + 2; X3ヲp;5ぅ02,12ぅ0）ぅ
Dx4 := (x4 + 2; X4ぅ1s;-7うがう14,0), 
Dx5 := (x5 + 2; X5, p; 9ラ02,16,0）ぅ
Dx6 := (x5+2;x5,l8; 11,02,18ぅ0）ぅ
15 
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冗：口 （b+ 2; bぅν1ぅ凡 .. , lls~ ), where b ：＝叶t(p-1) + (t1十t2）…乞tiXi・
Take then x1ぅ・・・ぅx62: 0 minimal so that Prop. 3.2.2 i) applies to 
'Dx1い・ぺ'Dx6・ We deduce that: 
(3.2.6) 3p-n十2~ミ 3x1::::; 3p-n + 4 
(3.2.7) 3p -n + 1三3x2::;3p-n + 3 
(3.2.8) 3p -n -1三3xi:; 3p -n + 1, i ＝玄百
In order to obtain the conclusion from the lemm札 for[VJ, itうse即時hto 
have the same for [R] s仏 byProp. 3.2.2 i) again, we need 
(3.2.9) 'U ::; 3b÷3, b ＝α十t(p-l)+(t1十t2)-I: tixi 
Replacing bう（3.2.9)becomes 
u三3α十3t(p-1）十3(t1十t2)－乞ti(3xi)+ 3ぅ or
I: ti(3xi) :; 3α十3t(p-1) + 3(t1十t2)-u十3.
i=l 
むsing(3.2.6）ラ（3.2.7）今（3.2.8)we can see that this last ir問 ualityis implied 
by 
t(3p -n十月十3t1十2t2::;3α＋ 3t(p -1) + 3(t1十t2)-u + 3件
件ぬと u÷n← 7-(t÷1）（η－ 4）ー ら
Because t2 2: 0, this last inequality follows from (3.2.5). 
q.c.d. 
Corollary 3.2.5. In the sαme hypothesesαs in Lemma 3.2.4, the sαme 
conclusion holds for [VJザ
(3.2.10) 3α主3p…（t+l)(n-4)-2.




3.3 Numerical properties of the functionsαp(dぅn)
We recall that the functionsαp＝αp(dぅn)were defined in section 2 ((2.1）蜘
(2.5)). Let it be now 
(3.3.1) α；（d. n) ：＝αp-1(d÷1,n十 1). 
We prove now the following key lemmα： 
Lemma 3.3.1. a) Let's denote bυ d' := d + (n十p-1). Then: 
Xp(d', n) = x1(d川）十 1;tp( dヘη）= tp(dぅη）; 1,バd',n) = Up(dぅn）ぅ
内（d',n) ＝αp(d,n）十（d十p-1）；（特αp(d－（ηJ十p-1）ぅn）＝ αp(dぅn)-d十n);
the sαme for a~ ・
b）αp÷i(d -1ぅn）三α1(d句n),(V)dとα；÷lぅdE Z. 
G計 1（ιn）三αp(dぅη）， (V)d三α；÷n÷Pぅd己z.
c) Xp÷1(d, n) = Xp(d十1，η，÷1）ラ tp÷i(d,n）コら（d十l，η，十1)-1; 
αp(d+ l,n十1）口 α；＋1(d,n）三｛αp+1(d，ね）… l，αp+1(d,n)}.
Proof. b) We'll show first that 
(3.3.2） αp+1(d -1, n) ~αp+1(dぅ η）ぅ （V)d ど α；＋1+1 ぅ d E Z. 
We use induction on x1十1(d-1,n）うusinga). 
(3.3.3) 
{ ::: : ; d -I,n)~ 0 ＝？α＋ (d -I, nr [(d －ゆ）／2]*
[(d-n十p十1)/2]*,d手α；十1÷（n十p)
Xp+1(d -1, n) = 0ロシαp+1(d,n) = ¥ l [(3d -4η 十 1)/2］引 d＝α；÷1÷（n十p).
So Xp+1(d -1うη）口O沖 αp+I(d-1ぅη）壬 αp+1(dぅn)(doing some compψ 
tations for d ＝α；＋l十 （n十p).
Suppose now that we have proved (3.3.2) for Xp十i(d-1ぅη）＝ xさ0.
Let d1 so that Xp+1(d1 -1川） = x + 1. Put d := d1一（n+ p). Using 
a) we deduce that Xp+1(d -1ぅn)= x. Thenαp+l (d1 -1川）－ αp+1(d1
l,n) ＝αp+i(d + (n十p),n)) －αp+i(d-l+(n十p),n) = (use a) again) 
（αp÷1(dぅn）－αp十1(d-l,n）十1三1> 0 (we used the induction hypothesis). 
Now (3.3.2) is proved. 
¥Ve'll now prove the first inequality from b) using induction on xp( d-1ぅη）．
We have 
(3.3.4) 
f [(d-n+p)/2]*, dチα；＋（η十p-1) 
x11(d -1ぅη）= 0キ αp(dぅn)= ~ l [(3d -4n + 1)/2]*, d ＝α；＋ (n + p-1). 
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It can be seen that 
(3.3.5）ら（d-lぅn)= 0 ＝今 ［（d-n，十p)/2］＊主αp(dヲn）忘［（d-n+p+l)/2］ホ
Because xp(d -1ぅ川口 0＝今 Xp+I(d -1, n) = 0, from (3.3.3) we now 
<led配 ethe五rstinequality from b) if Xp ( d -1, n) = 0.
Suppose now that the inequality holds for xp(d -1ぅn）コ＝Xと0and let 
d2 be so that xp(d2 -l,n) = x + 1. P川 d:= d2 -(n十 p-1). Then 
Xp(d…1, n) = x and we have：αp(d2, n）一αp十1(d2ぅη）＝ αp(d十 （n十p
1）ぅn）一αp十1(d-1十 （n+ p), n) = (use a）αp(d,n）一αp+1(d-1ぅn）と0
(induction hypothesis). So αp(d2, n）とαp+l(d2ぅn).Using now (3.3.2) we get 
the first inequality from b). 
The second inequality from b) comes from the first one, as before. 
q.e.d. 
Lemma 3.3.2. (for Fγヤ） see (3.2.3)) 
a) Fι叶p-1)（γ÷2) = F!'n(r）÷（d÷p-l); 
月附1(r)= F！~f,n(r ） 一；；
b) i）αp( 
i）αp+1(d…1うη）＝［η，n+1(2(xp+l(d一1うn
Proof. b) Use a）ぅ Lemma3.3.1 a) and induction on xp(d, n). 
q.e.d. 
Remark. The previous lemma shows that the functions αp(dヲn)are 
related in a円good門 wayto the genus formula (see (3.2.2)) and this will be 
very important in subsection 3.4. Moreoverぅwealready used this property 
of the functions αp when proving the Theorem A (section 2) in [P2]. 
3.4 Invertible sheaves乙モ Pic(X;)whose 
(deg（乙）ぅ九（乙））ιcover the domain 
A; (n三5ぅPどn/3)
We recall that the domains A；ヲ p三n/3ぅpεzfrom the (d, g)-plane were 
defined in the secti~n 2ぅ（2.11).Here we considerぅforpとn/3,p E Z, the 
extended domains A;: 
(3.4.1) A；： αp十1(d-1ぅ役） 壬g：；， αp(d, n), d三α；÷Ld,gεz 




In this section we prove the following 
Proposition 3.4.1. Let there be nと5,n E Zαnd(dぅg）εA;,p三n/3,
pεz Then there is VE Pic(X;) such ti凶（deg(V),Pa('D)) = (d, g). 
We recall that deg(V）：口 （V・π；）ぅ行；＝ (p十2;p,l8P）εPic(x;).
Proof. It is divided in 4 steps. 
Step 1. Let there bed, g E Z, dとα；÷1÷1so that 
α；＋1(d -1ぅn）三g三/3p+1(d,n）…Xp十i( d,n）ぅ
wereα；is defined in (3.3.1) and 
ゐ（d,n)（α；（d n) d村山川一1))
αp(dぅη）ぅ d三 α；（mod(n十p I) 
Then there is 1フεPic(X;)so that (deg(V),pa('D）口 （d,g). 
Step 2. Let there be d, gεZ dとα；＋iso that 
α；（d,n十 1)-Xp(dヲη＋1）ざg三αp(d川＋ 1). 
Then there is pε Pic(x；十1)so that ( deg(V）ぅ仇（か））= (d, g). 
Step 3. Let there be d, gεZ,dとα；＋l-1口 αι1so that 
O:~+l(d, n) -Xp+1(dぅn）三gさαふ1( d,n). 
Then there is VE Pic(X;) so that (de試合），pα（V）口 （d,g). 
Step 4. The statement of Prop. 3.4.1. 
Proof of Step 1. We use induction on Xp+ 1 ( d -1, n). 
If Xp+1(d -1, n）口 0,we have: 
[(d-n+p… 1)/2］ホ＝α；＋1(d-l，川さ fJp刊 （dぅn)-xp+1(dぅn)= 
(3.4.3) f [(d -n十p)/2］判 dチα；＋l+ （η十p)
l [(3d -4n -1)/2]*, d ＝α；＋l十（η十p).
We consider the following invertible sheaves V0 E Pic(X;): 
(3.4.4) 'Do = (g 十 2;g,1へ os~一世）ぅ G 三 u::; s~ = 3p －η÷5. 
Then g = Pa('Do) andぅifd := deg('Do) = (Vo ・行；） it result that g 
(d -2p + u -4)/2. Taking now 
(3.4.5) u = 3p -n + 4ぅ3p-n + 3,3p…n十2と0
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and using (3.4.3）ぅ oneobtains ir附 rtiblesl日avesD0εPic(X;) having the 
last component zero and degrees andぽithm杭ical認enerain the range from 
Step lぅfor:rp+l ( d -1ヲn)= 0. Because 
(3.4.6) （ぃ－1十日） η）吋＋1(d-ln）十（…
(/3p十i-Xp+1)(d + (n + p), n) = (/3p十1-Xp÷i)(dぅn）十 （d+p-l) 
(see Lemma 3.3.1札） we obtain from (3.4.3), by induction on Xp+1(d -1ぅη）
the ineq1凶ityα；十1(d-l,n）三/3p+i(dぅn)-Xp十i(d,n）ラ（V)d三α；十1÷1.
Let there be iI;i = (p十2;pぅp;1, 0) E Pic(X;). It is easy to check that, 
迂宮廷 Pic(X;)has thεlast compo波丸tzeroラthen
f deg(D十行；） = d + (n + p), d = deg(V) 
(3.4. 7) < l pα（V＋冗；）口g+(d+p-l),g口Pα（V)
Now, l出ng(3.4.6) and (3.4.7) it follows that we cov杭 therange from 
Step lヲaddingto the sheaves D0 used for Xp十i(d-1ぅn)= 0, succesivelyぅthe
sheaf H~ (at each additio民ら+l( d -1, n) increase by lぅseeLemma 3.3.1 a)). 
Remark 3.4.2. The 'in悦吋ibleshe，αves used in order to co悦 Tthe domain 
from St叩 1α：reof the form：ち＝ 1九十 t2'H2 (see Lemmα3.2.4）， 切he刊
行2＝え；＝ (p÷2;p, 1s;-1ρ） ' ぉεZァらと Oぅ
1フ；＝（α＋2；α、1u, os;-u), uε ｛3p-n十2ぅ3p－η＋3ラ3p－η十4},
αε ｛ (d~） - n十p-2)/2 う （d~） - n十P-1) I 2, ( d~ -n十p)/2｝円Z,
d~ = (V~ ・ χ；）三 α；+l 十 1, d~ :; a;+I十（n÷p).
(see (3.4.4), (3.4.5) and the co削 tr恥 tion 
Proof of Step 2. This step is the most di呈cult.Wぜ1give two cone-
tructions, both of them necessary in a complementary way in the subsection 
3.5. 
Construction A (works for問主 12ぅ畑町三i十2).
1) We'll prove here the existence of 1フG Pic(x;+1) of degree d and 
arithr 
pn十1.
Let there be π；＋1二 （p÷2;p,1s;+1）εPic(x;+1 ). Because deg(X；÷1）ニ
n + p,it can be seen thatぅforany DE Pic(X;1,+1) we have 
(3.4.8) 
（白g(V
Pa(V十H;+1)= g + (d + p一1）う g=pα（D).
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Using (3.4.8）仇ndLemma 3.3.1 a）う itfollows that we can use the日ame
argument as in the proof of Step 1, doing induction on xp(dうη＋1). 日仏 we
check the existence for Xp ( dうη十 1)= 0 and then we add s況 cessivelythe 
cla開 ofthe hyperplane section of x;+1, namely行；÷1.If xp(dゥn十1）口 0,
thenαp(dぅn+ 1)= [(d -n + p -1)/2k So, we cover this initial r仙 gewith 
sheaves D0εPic(x;+i) of the form 
(3.4.9) 合。口 （g÷2;gぅ1u' os;-u), g口 ［（d-n÷p-1)/2]* with 
(3.4.10) 匂口 3p-n + 2 = s~ -2 or u = 3p -n十3= s;+1 -1. 
Let's r，εmark that the sheaves used hereぽeof the form 
(3.4.11) (t + 2l; t, zs;+l_2ぅl-1 or l, l -1）ぅ where
l = Xp(dぅn+ 1)+ 1εz. 
2) Now, we consider冗3:= iI；~l.1=(p+l;p-l,13p-n,02, 12) E Pic(x;+1). 
Then 
(3.4。12) Pα （ iI；~1~1) = p -1, deg(iI；~l.J ＝η十P
We start by proving 
( Ifg口 αp(dぅη十1)-(xp(dぅη十1)-x )2うり（d,n+ 1）三 ι
(3.4.13) ~ x E Z, zとOぅth叩（ヨ）1フεPic(x;+i)so that 
l (deg(D),Pa(1フ片山 （d,g). 
We'll use induction on xp(dぅη＋1）ど ιDuringthe induction process 
wぜ1即 edthe following ε（D): 
(3.4.14) { If 
then ε（V）：口 α－bo -b3p叫 +1-b3p-n+2 
(the indices 3p -n + 1 and 3p -n + 2 correspond to the two consec凶 vezeros 
from行3,so thatε（行3)= 2). 
If Xp（式n÷1)= x, (3.4.13) is just 1). If xp(d，η÷1) ＝ιleピsdenote 
by Dx an invertible sheaf satisfying (3.4.13), from 1). Then ε（九） = 0 
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(= 2（り（d,n十 1)-x）ぅby(3.4.11). Actually, we'll prove by induction on 
Xp併、n÷りとzthe following statement (stronger than (3.4.13)): 
( If g口 αp(d川十1）一 （xp(d,n十 1)-X )2,Xp( d，η＋ 1）三z
(3.4.15) ~ xεZ zとOぅ then（ヨ）'DεPic(x;+1)so that 
l (deg(V),Pa(V）口 （d,g)and ε（V) = 2(xp（ιn÷1) -x). 
We have just verified (3.4.15) for Xp(d, n十 1)＝ιIn order to finish the 
inductive processうleピssuppose that we have constructed invertible sheaves 
'Dx+t havi明 （deg(Vx+t）ぅ仇（Vx付） = (d, g) in the situation (tε応 tと0).
f Xp(d, n + 1)= X十t
(3.4.16) ~ g ＝匂（d,n十 1)-t2 ＝αp(dぅn十 1)-(xp(d，η＋ 1) -x)2 
l sothatε（九＋t）コ 2t= 2(:rp(dぅ仰十 1)-x) 
We need 'Dx十川巴 Pic(x;+i)to do the same job for the next range in 
d (namely (1:p(dヘn十 1）口 Z十 t+ 1). Or, using the induction hypothesis 
and Lem立出 3.3.1a) we can see that the sheaves Dx+t+l := Vτ十t÷il;:!},1
are the good ones. Ind明 d: deg('Dx＋糾i)= d + ( n+ p) : = d＇；り（d',n + 
1) = x÷t十 l;pバ'Dx+t+l)= Pa('Dx+t）÷抱一りや （Vx付・ il;!{1)-1 = 
Pα（1フ叶t)+ (p-1) + deg('D:r+t) -c:('Dx+t）ー l= (use the induction hypothesis) 
αp(d、n+ 1）← （xp(dぅη＋1) -x)2 -2(xp(d, n十 1)-x)+d十p-2.
We replace now d by d' －何十p)a凶 wel附 Lemma3.3.1 a). We obtain 
Pa(Vx十川）＝ αp(d＇一何十p）ぅn÷1)-(xp(d' -(n÷p),n÷1) -x)2-
-2(xp(d' -(n十p),n十l)-1:)+d＇一（n+p)+p-2=
＝αp(d＇ぅ幻÷1)…♂十η÷1… (xp(d', n÷1) -1 -x)2ー
-2(xp(d', n + 1)-1 -x）十d'-n-2 = 
＝αp(d＇川＋ 1）一 （xp(d',n + 1) -x)2十2(xp(dヘn十1)-x) -1-
-2(xp(d', n十 1)-x)+2-1＝αp(d＇ぅn÷1)-(xp(d', n十 1)-x)2. 
Moreover，ε（Vx＋件 i）ヰ ε（'Dx+t)+ 2 = 2(xp(d', n + 1) -x). Nowう the
ind1 .~tive process is長nished.So (3.4.15) (hence (3.4.13)) is proved. 
Nowぅlet αbe αrbitrary, α ε Z,α ~ 0 and put x ：公立α2_aと0. We obtain 
by (3.4.13) elements from Pic(X；十1)of degree d and 泣ithmeticalgenus 
Pa＝αp(dぅη十 1)-(xp(dぅη十 1） α2＋α）2
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for αny d so that :rp（札口十1）と α2ー α.Take now d so that xp(d, n + 1) = a2 
（と X ＝α2＿α）.One obtains invertible sheaves of degreed and pα＝αp(dぅn十
1）－α2 for Xp(dぅη＋1）口α2.Nowぅ吋dingsuccesively行；＋1 and using Lemma 
3.3.1 a）ヲ weobtain invertible sheaves of degrees d and arithmetical genera g 
covering by ( d,g) the domain 
〈α） g口 αp(d,n十 1)＝α2うおp(dぅη十1）と α2_
3) Nowぅstartagain with the i町 ertiblesheaves covering the domain （α） 
(from 2) ). Using the in刊 rtiblesheaf 
行4=1記；~L2 = (p十 l;p-lぅl3pn人02,14) E Pic(x;+i) 
(instead of fI；~l,1) and using (3.4.11）ぅ weobtain，削beforeぅinvertiblesheaves 
covering by degrees and arithmetical genera the domains from the （ιg)-plane 
de五nedby 
g＝αv(d,n十1）…α2一（xp(dぅη＋1）一ν）2ぅXp(d,n + 1）三y
(for any yとα2，υEZ). 
Take now b E Z, bど0αrbitrayand putυ 之江川十b2-bとα2.It follows 
that we obtained inver 
arithmetical genera the domain 
{g~ 匂（d
Xp(dラη十 1）と α2÷b2-b. 
α2 -b2÷b)2 
Take now d such that ;,cp( dぅη＋1)＝α2+b2 （どU口 α2+ b2 -b). vVe obtain 
invertible sheaves of de民reesd and arithmetical genera g ＝ αp(dうη ＋1) 
（α2 + b2). Adding now日肘cesively冗；＋iwe get invertible sheaves covering 
by dedrees and arithmetical genera the domain 
(b) g ＝αp(d,n+ 1）－（α2 + b2）ぅ Xp(dぅη十1）ど α2+ b2. 
4）ぅ 5).Continuity for another two times as for （α） and ( b）宅using(3.4.11) 
n ～ー(and s；社主 10ぅbecausep三百十2)and the invertible sheaves冗5＝冗；！l,3
(p + l;p-1, 1勾 n-4,02, 16) and行5＝え；！l,4= (p十1;p -1, l 3p-n-6うがう18）ぅ
行5ぅ行6εPic(x;+1)one obtains sheaves from Pic(X;1+1) covering by degrees 
and arithmetical genera the domain from the ( d,g )-plane defined by 




6) The domain （りisexactly the domain from Step 2,because any positive 
integer can be written as a sum of 4 squares of positive integers. Indeedうlet
there be g E Z so that 
αp(d,n÷l)-xp(dぅη十月三g三αp(d,n÷1)
and 
f ：＝αp(dうη十 1)-g之0, fιz. 
1えをitef ＝α2十b2十c2十e2,仏bヲムeE Z, 仏b,c,e三0. Certainely 0 :;f :;
αp(dぅn+ 1）事 Hencethe domain ( e)from (5) is （〔（dn十1）…川十c2+ e2) (= ap(d川 1)-!) 
Xp(dうれ十1）と α2十る2十c2十ε2（口！＝ αp(dぅn÷1)-g) 
Os;f三Xp(dぅ幻十 1). 
Replacing f we getαp(dうη十 1)-Xp(dぅn十1):; g s;αp(d, n + 1); but this 
is exactly the domain from Step 2、soit is covered by the (deg（乙）ぅPα（乙） for 
various 乙ePic(x;+1 ).
Construction B ( wo巾叫2；と山neepと＊）.
From Lemma 3.3.2 b)i) we have 
(3.4.17) α山÷ト ［FX·n+1叫ん 1）十ト ~L·
Due to this equality we can use the Gruson-Peskine coordinates 
(dぅγ；81うのう・.., 88~＋1), where r α一九 （）i＝ト－ bi，＝即日出
（α；bo, b1, .. , b8;+1）εPic(X；十1)(see (3.2.1)). 
Step 2 will be proved as for as for any ( d,g）会omthe domain of the Step 
2 we'll prove the existence of a sheaf PεPic(x;+i) with deg V = dぅsuch
thatヲinthe coordinates似ぅγ；Bi,82今・・ ＇（）s~÷i ),V satis五esthe conditions (Cl) 




ηn叩）-~ ~ e;= g. 
I対 eedうtheleft member of (3.4.18) is just Pa(V) (see (3.2.2）う hence
(deg(V),Pa(1フ） = (d, g). Moreoverぅitis necessaryぅ performingthe trans-
formation of coordinates of V from 
(d, r; 81, 82，・・・，8 8~＋ i ) to （α；boきbiぅ... ,b8~＋ 1) 
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that these last coordinates be integers. But (Cl) means bi E Z, i = 1, s~+l 
(see (3.2.2) ). Now, (C2) meansαεZぅsob0 εZ, because r E Z. 
Now weヲ1prove the existence of such V covering the domain from Step 
2 by (degree, arithmerical genu 
γ：＝ 2(xp(dぅn+l)+l).(3.4.19) 
Let there be b E Z so that 
1三b三r= 2(xp(d,n+ 1) + 1) (3.4.20) 
{ Writ b ~トz ととどど 0
i=l (3.4.21) 

















(recall that s~+l ミ 4ぅ becausep三η／3).
Given r as in (3.4.19) and ()i as in (3.4.21）う 1フis




(3.4.21)). Because b mo刊 sin the range (3.4.20）ぅ itfollows from (3.4.17) that 
we get the necessary invertible sheaves for Step 2 as far as we check ( C 1)
and (C2). Nowヲ（Cl)is clearぅbecauseγε2Z and ()iεZ. As for (C2), 
sη＋1 
g=pα（V）εz and Pa('D) = F%'n+l（γ） -~ ~ e; so 
(mod 2). 2F%'n+1（γ） -~ e；三 O
Because l2三 l(mod 2) if lεz and because Tε2Z, we can see that the left 
member of the above congruence is congruent (mod 2) with the left member 
of (C2). 
Remark 3.4.3. The Construction B isヲob悦ouslyshorter than the Con-
stγuction A, but in the subsection 3.5 we'll need both of them. 
Proof of Step 3. The existence of the invertible sheaves in the domain 




Recall tl川 x；＝円切i(S;)c pn, where 刊行~l is the embedding de五
by the very ample sheaf 冗；ヰ （p÷2;pちis；） ξPic(S;)and s; = Bl~p (P2) 
(E~ C P2 a set of s；十 1general points). The sheaves from Step 2 were 
constructed using the surfaces x;:+ 1 c pn+l. If we consider them on the 
abstract surface s;+1 there invertible sheaves can be considered on s;: also、., , 
s; bei時 obtainedfrom s;+i blowing up a new general point九p(considered 
in P2). Putお；：＝ E~＋ 1 U ｛九；｝.The sheaves from Pic(x;i+i) used in Step 
2, considered now in Pic(S;) havぞthelast component eql凶 tozero. Usi開
Lemma 3.3. lc）ぅ weobtain invertible sheaves 1フePic( s;) of deg附 dan 
p白＝立gin the domain 
α；＋ 1 ( d -1, n) -Xp+ 1 ( d -1, n）三g三α；+1(d -1ぅn),d之α；＋1＝α；十1÷1.
Nowぅ putting1 (instead of 0) on the last component of the previous 
sheavesうthearithmetical genus doesnヲtchange and the degree is translated 
by 1. We get now exactly the necessary domain for the proof of Step 3. 
Remark 3.4.4. The invertible sheaves V E Pic(X;) used in order to 
cover the domαin from Step 3 comming from the Construction A in Step 2, 
anεof the follo包l'ingform: v = vg÷ち行2十ち冗j十む冗i÷t5冗i÷お行ふ初her、¢
冗2，川；ヲチ｛~， Ji~ ， Ji~ ， α問 αs in Lemmα3.2.4, t2ぅ・・，t5εz,t2ぃ・・ぅt店主 O
vn 
0 （α÷2；仏 1uρs~＋ l ーへ 1 ）ぅ it ε ｛3p- n÷2,3p－η÷3}. 
αε ｛（d~ -n十p- 1)/2ぅ （ d~ -n十p)/2}n Z,
d~ = (V~ ・π；）ど α；札口［（n-p -1)/2］＊十1ぅ
d~ ：； α；十i+n十p-1.
This follows from (3.4.9）う（3.4.10),(3.4.11）ヲ theinductive processesヲused
in proving (a）ベb）ベc）ベe)and the traぉformationfrom Step 3 ( 1 instead of 0 
on the last componentぅgiving1 on the last component of vg and tr仙 slating
do by 1うgivingα 剖 inthe Remark.) 
Proof of Step 4. Let's remark at the beginning that, putting together 
the Steps 1 and 3 and using Lemma 3.3.1 c）う itfollows that we covered 
with invertible sheaves from Pic(X；）ぅ bydegrees and arithmetical genera 
the domain 
(3.4.22) α；十1(d-l,n)::; g三α；+l(dぅn）ぅ dとα；＋1+1.
We need sheaves from Pic(X;) covering by degrees and arithmetical gerト
era the domain 
αP+ 1 ( d -1, n) :; g三αp(dぅη）ぅ dとα；＋ l.
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We'll do this by induction on xp(d-l，η）ぅ using(3.4.22). If xp(d-l, n) = 
OぅthenXp+l ( d -1, n) = 0. Hence αp+1(d 1, n) = [(d -n + p)/2］＊・ Using
(3.3.5）う itfollows that we need invertible sheaves which cover by degrees and 
arithmetical genera the domain 
[(d-n十p)/2］＊三 g三［（d-n+p+l)/2]*
α；＋ 1三d三α；＋（η＋p-1). 
But then the necessary degrees and genera are realized by 
(3.4.23) Do= (g + 2;g ぅ lu ぅ os~ －u ） εPic(x;), with 
(3.4.24) U= 3p-n+3う 3p-n+4 or 3p-n+5. 
Then, if we succeeded to construct invertible sheaves in the domain 
αp+1(d-lぅn）三g三αp(dぅn）・ら（d l,n) ＝民 addingthem the hyperplane 
class 冗；＝ (p + 2;p, 1ヰ） we obtainゥasmany times before, using Lemma 
3.3.1 a）ぅ invertiblesheaves from Pic(X;) covering by degrees and arithmeti-
cal genera the domain αp+1(dぅn）三g三αp(dぅη）for xp(d -1, n) = x + 1. 
Filling on the left from (3.4.22) (using Lemma 3.3.1 c）ぅ lastpart) we finish 
the inductive process. Now the Prop. 3.4.1 is proved. 
q.e.d. 
Before ending this subsection, some remarksうnecessaryin the next sub-
section 3.5. The next Remark 3.4.5 is a consequence of the Remarks 3.4.2う
3.4.4 and of the construction given in Step 4. 
Remark 3.4.5. The im 
coveγby degreesαηdαγithmεticαl geηεm the damαin from prop. 3.4.1, using 
the Construction A in Step 2, are of onεof the following forms: 
αj V = Vb+ t1冗1+ t2行2,where 行1ぅ行2α陀 αs in the Lemmα 3.2.4, 
t1ぅt2E Z, t1,t2三OぅVb= （α ＋ 2；仏 1u ぅ os~－u ） ぅ s; = 3p -n + 5ぅuε
{3p -n + 2, 3p -n + 3ぅ3p n +4ぅ3p-n + 5｝ぅ αε ｛(db -n + P -2) / 2ヲ
(db-n+p-l)/2ぅ（db n十p)/2,(db-n+p+l)/2}nZ, db= (Vb・π；）と α；＋1+1ぅ
db三α；＋η＋p;
b) V=V；十t1行1十t2行2+t3冗~＋弘行~ +ts'H~ ＋九千私的th冗1ぅ・・・ぅ行iαs
in the Lemmα3.2.4, t1，・ぺt5E Z, t1ぃ・・＇t5三0,Vb= （α＋2；α，1 u,os；ーへ1)'
uε ｛3p-n + 2, 3p -n + 3｝， αε ｛ ( d~ -n + P -1) / 2,( d~ －η十p)/2｝円Z,
d~ = (Vg冗；）三 α；＋iand d~ 三 α；＋ l ＋η＋p-l. 
From Remark 3.4.5 we deduce the following remarkヲwhichwぜ1use in 




Remark 3.4.6. !Jn> 9 and -< p < n-4，η，p E Z, then the invertible 一 3 -
sheaves Zフモ Pic(X;)used in order to cover by degr1記sandαrithmetical 
genera the domαm from Pγop. 8.4.1 (using Construction A in St叩 2）α問。f
thεfollowing form: 'D ＝九十t1'H1 ÷ ら行2÷ ta時十九間十台時十ら冗~with
行1ぅ行2 ，冗L ’H~ぅ？ルチt~ αsin Lemmα8.2.4αnd 'Do= （α ＋ 2 ； α， 1u,()8~ －u-l,c), 
εε ｛Oぅ1｝今。三 u三s;-1 = 3p -n十4今α之（d0 -n + p -1) /2，αe z, 
d。ε（a;+1ぅα；＋η十p-l]nZ（α；＝ [(n -p)/2］＊十1).
Put d0 口 d~ -1 if'D is of the category a) in Remark 3.4.5 and d0 = d~ if 
if 'D is of the category b). 
Remark 3.4.7. Let there be D口（α；boぅb1ぃ・， bs~ E Pic(X;) one of 
the invεrtible sheavεs ・used in thεproof of Proposition 3.4.1. Let there bε 
d = deg'Dヰ（'D・行；）． Then r::; 2(xp(d, n) + 1). 
Indeedラletうsdenote by r(d,n) := 2(xp(d,n) + 1). If 'D has b削 lused in 
Step 1, thenγ ＝ 2(xp+1(d -1ぅη）+ 1）三 r(d, n). If 'D has been in Step 3 
(with any co山 tn川；ionin Step 2）ぅ thenγ＝2(xp+1(d, n) + 1）三 r(dぅη）.If 'D 
has been used in Step 生thenγ 出 2(Xp+1(d,n）十1）三γ（d, n) or 'D is obtained 
from some V1 = （α1; bふ b｝，ぅ b！~） E Pic(X;1) adding a numberぅletう8say 
仁of行；＝ (p÷2;p, 1引 εPic(X;);then r1 ：＝ゲ一弘主 γ（d1ぅ役Lwhere 
d1 = deg(1フ1);nowぅaddingt times冗；，r1 increases with at most 2t in order 
to become rand r(d1, n) increases with exactly 2t in order to becomeγ（d,n) 
(due to the form of the three previousγ）； so the inequality γ三γ（d1,n) is 
transfered toγ 三γ（dうη）．
3.5 Curves C c x;iwhose (deg( C), g( C) )c cover the do-
main A~ （ηと8ぅη／3三p三n-4)
We recall that the domanins A; were defined in Section丸（2.11).In this 
subsection we prove the following 
Proposition 3.5.1. Let tl附 ・ebe (d, g) E A;, where凡pεZ,nと8,
n/3話p三n ムー αdp・ut k ：＝怜／3］＊・ Then:
りザdど；伶p+ n + 9）伽 isa (sm州 irreducible)curve C C勾 y
non-degenerate in pn, so that (deg( C）ぅg(C）口（d, g); 
i) if d ＜；伽川9)there is a (sm州 irreducib削 C包γv
noη－degεηerate tη，pnタsothαt (deg(C）う‘ C）口 （dうg).If n詰 0(mod 8) then 
c can be found on x；： αM ifn日 1,2 (mod 8) then C cαn be found on XJ:+1・
Proof. The proof is a consequence of the analysis which wぜ1do on the 
linear systems associated to the invertible sheaves appearing in the proof of 
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Prop. 3.4.1. Precisely, weう1test when these linear systems are nonempty 
caontaining (smooth, irreducible) curvesぅusingthe smoothing criteria from 
subsection 3.2. Na聞かう forthe situation (Rl) (see ( 3.1.4)) we'll apply essen-
tially the criterion given by the Corollary 3.2.5 (considering Construction A 
in Step 2 of the proof of Prop. 3.4.1) and for the situation (R2) (see (3.1.5)) 
we'll apply the criterion gi刊 nby the Prop. 3.2.3 (considering Construction 
B in Step 2 of the proof of Prop. 3.4.1). The situations (Rl) and (R2) are 
complementary and their union cover the hypothesis. 
1) For the situation (Rl): 
Lemma 3.5.2. If (pぅη）is in the situation (Rl), (d,g）εA; and Vε 
Pic(X;) is one of the invertible sheαves used in the proof of Prop. 3.4.1 
(considering Construction A in Step 2) so that ( deg(V), pα（D)) = (d, g), 
then 悦 knowthat V = V0 +ti冗1+ t2冗2+t3π； ＋ t4行； ＋ t5冗~+ t51t~ αs in 
Remark 3. 4. 6.; let's denote by t : = ~ ti and s叩poset三3.Then [VJ手。
αnd containsα（smooth, irreducible) curve C, non-degener1αte in pn (recαl 
deg(V) = (V ・π；）． 
Proof. We use Corollary 3.2.5ぅi.e.we check that (3.2.10) is verified if 
t三3.Indeed, for t = 3 (itうsenough to consider this C剖 e)(3.2.10) becomes 
(3.5.1) 3α と3p-4n + 14. 
Because αと（d0-n+p-l)/2うぬと（n-p)/2(see Remark 3.4.6）ぅ minorating
αand then d0司itfollows that (3.5.1) holds if 
(3.5.2) l3nと9p+ 62. 
Now, it is clear that (3.5.2) is satisfied in (Rl) (p三η－4,n之助.Because 
deg討と η＋p-lう（V)1tE ｛行1ぅ冗2，行i，冗i，π；ぅ冗Dand deg(D0）三 0(with 
the definition of the degree as in the statement of the Lemma）う thecurve 
C which we just obtained has deg( C）三 3(n+ p -1) (because t = 3) so 
deg(C) > n+p-l = deg(X；）ぅ andC c x;. So C is non-degenerate in pn. 
q.e.d. 
Lemma 3.5.3. If (p, n), (d, g）ぅDうtα陀 αsin the previous lemmααnd 
t = 2, then the sαme conclusion holds for [VJ. 
Proof. We apply again Corollary 3.2.5 for t = 2 and we use that αE Z. 
Doing computations (as before）う itfollows that the only case when (3.2.10) 
for t = 2 isnot satisfied is for p = n-4 and α＝ -1. We'll consider separately 
this case. 
Itうseasy to see that the invertible sheaves V from our Lemma are of 
the form V = (b + 6;bぅη1ゥη2ぃ・・＇ 7ls'j;）ぅ ηzε ｛0,1,2ぅ3｝ぅ（V)i,bε｛α＋ 2p一
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2，α十 2p-1うα＋2p｝ぅ αGZ as in the Remark 3.4.6. Let E be o肘 ofthe 
exceptional divisors lying on x；鉛dcorrespondi碍 toa Rε~；. From the 
exact sequence 
0－吋1フ→V(E）…→ V(E)IE→O
we deduce that the conch凶ionof the Lemma holds for [VJ if it holds for 
[V(E）］ぅ asfar as bi = (V ・ Ox;; (E）と 1.Moreoverラitis easy to see that al 
T/i = 3 only if b ＝α＋ 2p. Soぅtoconclude the Lemma it remains to prove 
the conclusion for のε｛1フrぅD"}where V' = （α ＋ 2p 十 4； α 十 2p-2ヲ 3s~ － l ぅ 2),
V" = （α÷2p÷§；α÷2p,3引ぅ ofcourse for p = n -4 andα ＝ -1. We'll 
study the case D口 V'the other one being similar. So, 
V＇口 （2p十3;2p-3,32へ2）ぅ p＝η－4三5.
We specialize the poi拭sfrom E; on a S説。othcubic C沼 vero c P2; we 
denote this specialization by z；口 {JもうP1,..・ぅ九p+1};we S叩 pose,moreover 
that the po治tsfrom E; are general on r 0 (see the sketch of the proof of 
Prop. 3.2.1）う inparticular every 3 of them are not collinear. Let there by 
s；口 B匂伊丹.Then (p÷2;pぅ12p十1)is very ample on s; ( actuall）ヘ if
s三2q+ 3ぅq三1ぅ8三OうムqεZandお＝｛Ro,Ri，・・ぅRs}c r o general on 
f0, S := BL'E(P2), then (q + 2;q, l8）ぅ iちveryample on Sにsee！日b2];for a 
direct proof see [P 4]). Let；ラsdenote by x；：口印＋祢12p+i1(s;)c Pn. Using 
Prop. 3.2.1 (i3)' and (i3)' it results thatぅifV1 := (2p; 2p -3, 2眠1),then 
(3.5.3) （がVi)
containing a ( s狂10oth今irreducible)curve. 
By semico凶 nuity(see [CS］ぅ Remarklぅp.324) we deduce that (3.5.3) 
holds again if we replace九 withanother point ( derは edP~） from a small 
neighbourhood of凡う notbelonging to r 0 and not collinear with any others 
Pi and 与すhe民 theproper transform拭ionof ro in x; is rε （3;0, 12P+1]. 
Now, we denote by biJ the quadratic transformation based on { P~ ， ~う月｝
Performing the succesive quadratic transform拭ionsbi2, b34ぅ・.'b2p l,2pぅthe
curve r 0 becomes a curveムoC P2 of degree p + 3 and having 2p + 1 singu-
lar points (with distinct tar伊以s)with m此iplicitiesp, 2, .. , 2 respectively; 
x; becomes x；：山内十2;p，内＋11(s；） ιpnぅwheres; = Blr;~ (P2）ぅ~； = 
｛九，P1，・・・ヲ九pぅ九p十i}，｝もうP1『・・ぅ P2pbeing the singulariti側 ofムowithmul-
tiplicities pラン・1respectively aば九p十1三今oa smooth point so that every 
3 points in x; are non-collinear; of course x; ~ x; ( ~ s; = s;); moreover 
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。1becomesぅinthe new coordinates, 151 = (p; p -3ぅ12p+3）モ Pic(X；）・ Ifwe 
consider Vi and Vi on Sp = SpぅthenVi= V1・
The九（3.5.3)can be written as 
(3.5.4) 
（山口0and [i＼］刊山 b縦
points and co蹴aininga (smooth, irreducible) curve. 
Letヲsdenote byムι加＋3; p, 22P, 1] the proper transformation ofム。 in
x;. We can see that V1口V＇（ ムー）ぅ whereV' is o川 initialinvertible sheaf 
(considered on x;). We obtain then the exact seque恥 eof sheaves on x;' 
。一→ Vi → D；→ V~Iム吋札
Since (V' ・Ox；（ム））口 7と2g（ム） = 2(= 2g(f)) using (3.5.4) it res凶 s
that [V＇］チ主 basepoint free co誌aini碍 a(smoothぅirred取 ible)cu主将， if the 
points of ~~ are special抑制iin~；. Soヲthesame fact remains true on x；ぅby
semi continuity. q.e.d. 




contαinsα（smooth, iγγed1.』cible)curりeC, non-degenerate in pn. 
Proof. Apply Corollary 3.2.5 for t = 1. 
Preliminary Conclusion 3.5.5. If (d,g) EA~ with (pぅn)in situαtion 
2 
(Rl} and d三max(2n十1-(3p÷n÷9)), then there isα（smoothァirアεducible)
う3
curve CCX；タ ηoルdegeneratein Pへwith(deg(C),g(C)) = (d,g). 
2) For the situation (R2). 
Lemma 3.5.6. If (pぅn)is in the situαtion (R2), (d,g）εA；αnd VE 
Pic(X;) is one of the invertible sheaves used in the proof of Prop. 3.4.1 
(considering Construction Bin Step 2) so that (deg(V),Pa(V)) = (d,g), 
then V satisfied the conditionイC3}from the Prop 3.2.3 in the coordinates 
(d, r; f)i, ... , ()3'/J) (here deg(V) = (V ・π；）， 
Proof. The sheaves used in Step 1 satisfy ( C3). The invertible she出res
used in Step 3 come from the sheaves used in Step 2 putting 1 (instead 0) 
on the last component. So, it's enough to verify that the sheaves V used in 
Step 2 apply to 
(3.5.5) 
r 




The inequalities IB1 I ~ B2 ~ ...三 Bs;+icome from (3.4.21). From dと
2n÷2 we deduce that γ＝ 2(xp(dぅ幻十 1）十円三 4(cf. (3ι.19)). Then 
Ci > ~キ b 之 er > ~ (see (3.4.21)); but b三γ（see(3.4.20)) and r ぎ~＇
γ γ 一一一一一一
that is a contradiction ! So. C; < -. hence e; ＜ー ‘ i= 1 ‘ s~＋ 1.Moreover. 
Jψ ー 2' " -2' ' I' ' 
C1 ＝トT斗 Tl…ereplace (if nec…y) (c1うC うC4
(c1うC2’C3うC4)= (1う1うl’1）乱I We get eれ f-l＜と.Now, the invertible sheaves 
Sp 2 
used in Step 4 satisfy (C3）ぅ because冗； sati長esthis co凶ition.
q.e.d. 
Lemma 3.5. 7. If (p, n）ラ（d,g) and V α陀 asin the pnεvious lemma, 
then V sαtisfies the condition (C4) from Prop. 3.2.3 in the coordinates 
(dぅr;Bi, B2ラ・・・ぅ （）s~ ）. 
Proof. ( C4) means b0三biif v口（α；boぅbi,.. , bsp-) is written in the 
usual coordinates on Pic(X;). We will check this (in i) for the sheaves used 
in Step 1 from the proof of Prop. 3.4.1 obtained by adding a （五nite)number 
of冗； toth。initialfamily V0ぅforthe sheaves used in Step 4 of Prop. 3.4.1 
obtained adding a (finite) r部 nberof 行； tothe sheaves used in St叩 1(al 
these are sheaves like the invertible d附 .vesfrom Remark 3.4.5札）.We'll 
also check ( C4) for the sheaves used in Step 2、Constr町 tionB (in i). It's 
clear that from these two veri五cations(i) and (i）う weget the conclusion of 
the Lemma. 
i) We consider sheaves V = V0÷ti行1÷t2行2ぅ冗i＝行；＇ 1t2出冗；ぅ asin 
Remark 3.4.5. a). Put t：口 t1十t2・Ift = 1うbecau附 d= deg(V）と 2n十 1,
it follows that d0 := deg V0 三η -p十 1. 日utラ then V = （α2ートp÷4；α÷ 
Pぅ2u,p；ト1，ε）ぅ εε ｛O,l}. We needα十pど2.Minorating a as in Remark 
(3.4.5 a)) and d0 from beforeヲitremains to have p三3ぅwhichis true in (R2). 
If t三2ぅthenb0どん（i.e. (C4)) becomesα÷かと t十 1.It's enough to 
consider the case t = 2 （α＋ tp -t -1) is an increasing function oft). So, we 
need α十2pど3.Minorating a and d0 金omRemark 3.4.5的ラ itresults th試
we need pと（n+ 14)/9, this last ineq川 litybeing satisfied in (R2). 
i) Now we are going to study the sheaves used in the proof of Step 2 of 
Prop. 3.4.1 (Construction B). Their degrees are d三2n+2ぅSOXp(dうη十1）と 1.
sn+l 4 
1) If Xp(d, n÷りと 3ぅ wehave -01÷ 乞！Bil= L ci(see (3.4.21)) 
I 4 






件 d-( n -p + 2)( Xp( d,n + 1)+ 3）三 2(xp(dぅη＋1) + 1)
(indeed, thenゾ2(xp(dぅn+ 1)+ 1）三 Xp(dぅη＋1) + 1ぅsocombining (3.5.6) 
with the previous ir判 ualityうweget exactly (C4) for r = 2(xp(d, n + 1)+ 1）ぅ
cf. (3.4.19)). As for (3.5.6）ヲ wehave 
(3.5.7）ら（dぅn+ 3）と 3＝今dと（7n+ 5p + 2)/2. 
a) If pと4,then 
d -( n -p + 2)( Xp( dぅn+ 1)+ 1)-2(xp(dぅη＋1) + 1）と
η 
さd-n(xp(d, n) + 1)> d一一一一一（2d＋η＋3p -2). - 2(n+p) 
This last number is > 0 i旺
(3.5.8) d三n(n+ 3p -2)/2p. 
But in (R2), (3.5.8) follows from (3.5.7). We get then (3.5.6). 
b)Ifp=3ぅthenn E {8, 9}. If n = 8ぅ（3.5.6)becomes d三9(x3(dぅ9)+ 1）ヲ
true for d三27.But from (3.5. 7) it results that d三37,so we are ready. 
Similarly for n = 9 ( (3.5.6) becomes dと10(x3(dゥ10)+ 1）う truefor dと30;
but (3.5.7）キdと40.
2) If Xp(dぅη＋1) = 2. Then 
(3.5.9) d三（5n+ 3p + 2)/2. 
In this case ( C4) becomes 
s~＋ 1 
(3.5.10) -81 + ~ ()i三d-3(n -p + 2). 
From (3.5.9) it follows d-3(n -p + 2）三 （9p-n-10)/2と4(since p三η／3,
n三8ぅandp = ( n+ 1)/ 3 = 3 ifη ＝ 8). Then in order to obtain (3.5.10) 
8n+l 
it's enough to choose 81 ，・， 08~＋ 1 s帥 that B1十 I:ei三4.By (3.4.20) 
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3) If Xp(d, n十 1)= 1 (C4) becomes 
s;+1 
(3.5.11) -01 十~ ()i三d-2(n -p十2).
B川 p之3and dと2n+2ぅsod-2(n -p十2）之 4.By (3.4.20) and (3.4.21) 
it's enough to exp附 seach b E {1, 2ヲ3,4} as h 玄ciso that ci E {Oぅ1}for 
i=l 
al i (hence L ci三4）ぅ whichis possible. 
q.e.d. 
Lemma 3.5.8. If(p，η）う（dうg),1フαγeαsinLemmα3.5.6αηd d = deg(D）と
m似（2η十lう；（3
ordi問 tε8(dヲr;(Ji う 02 ，・・・ぅ es~ ）.
Proof. From Remark 3.4. 7 itfollows that it's enmゆ tocheck ( C5) for 
r = 2(xp(dぅn）十1).This condition becomes: 
(3.5.12) d三2(p-1）（り（dぅn)+1)+2.
If we denote by Ep(d, n) := d -2(p -l)(xp(d, n）十 1)-2, then (3.5.12) 
can be written as 
(3.5.13) Ep(dぅn）と0.
We can see thatラif( 3.5.13) is true for integers d so that Xp ( d,n) ＝瓜 then
it is true for any integer d' so that Xp ( d',n）どx.Indeed, if Ep ( dぅn）と0for al 
れ 0that Xp(d守的＝払letd' be so that Xp( d', n）にぴ十1andd：口 d'-(n十p-1).
Then Ep(d＇ぅn)= Ep(d, n) + (n -p -1）と Ep(d,n）三 0(use Lemma 3.3.1 
a). The pr何 ousstatement follows then by induction on xp(dうη）．
Now、ifxp(d,n）口 2ラ（3.5.12)becomes 
(3.5.14) d2三6p-4.
Since xp(dぅn)= 2ぅwehave dど（5n十3p-3)/2. But then (3.5.14) holds 
in (R2) (use 3p:::; n十 5).
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So (3.5.12) is true for any d so that xp(d, n）ど2.As for xp(dぅη）= 1‘ 
then阿川comesd ~ 4p -2. This仙 ws川 romd寸断η＋9) 
in (R2) (use again 3p：； η十5).
q.e.d. 
Because (Cl) and (C2) were verified during the Construction B in the 
proof of Step 2 of Prop. 3.4.1ヲand(C3）う（C4）ぅ（C5) were verified in Lemmas 
3.5.6う3.5.7, 3.5.8, we deduce from Prop. 3.2.3 the following 
Preliminary Conclusion 3.5.9. If (d, g) E A；間：th(p, n) in the situ欄
I 2 ¥ 
αtion (R2) and d > m山（ 2n + 1 -( 3p + n + 9) ) , then there isα（smoothタ
一 ＼う3 J 
irreducible) curve c c x;:' non-degenerate in pn I with (deg( C)' g( C)) 
(d, g). 
Lemma 3.5.10. !Jnど8αndn/3三p三n-4, nぅpεZ,(d, g）εA；αnd 
2叶 l三d三；（3p十日9),there is a (sm叫叫州一Cζx;:
1了η三 O(mod 3）αnd Cc X'k+iザn三 1ぅ2(mod 3), non-degenεrate in pn, 
with (deg( C), g( C）口 （d,g)(here k = [n/3］判 αSUS'Uαl). 
Proof. We use Prop. 3.2.3. We need curves in the range 
山 （d-1, n) :; g ：； α山）ム＋ 1さd＜；伽η十9).
Then ap+1(d-1ぅn)= [(3d-4n-2)/2］判αp(dヲ川口［（3d-4n+l)/2]*.Because 
the set iαp÷1(d -1，η，） ＇αp(d, n）］パZdoes not depend on p we construct the 
necessary curves on Xk:i ifη ＝ 3k and on X'k+i if n = 3k÷1,3k÷2. Wiぞ
remark that F:・n(4) = (3d -4n÷2)/2 (see (3.2.3)). 
Preciselyラweconsider linear systems associated to invertible sheaves乙G
Pic(X;), pε｛k,k+l｝ヲk= [n/3]*, which in the Gruson-Peski 
2 
are ( d,4; os;-t' 1 t),with 2n十 l<d＜一（3p+ n十9）ぅ tε ｛1,2ぅ3,4ぅ5}(see - 3 
(3.2.1) and (3.2.2)). He附仏 r= 4, ()i = 0ぅ4口町布τEぅ（）s~ －j+l E { 0ぅ1｝ヲ
j = 2,5, ()s~ = 1,s~ E {5,6ぅ7}.We can see immediately that the conditio川
(Cl)-(C5) are satisfied (use dと2η＋1 and (3.2.2) ).
q.e.d. 






NowぅtheProof of the Theorem C (Section 2) followsぅputtingtogether the 
domains A; from Prop. 3.5.1. Then our Main Theorem follows from (2.15）ぅ
Theo re訟 A,Theore毘 Band Theore訟 C(Section 2). 
q.e.d. 
4 Comments and further developments; D2 -
the expected lacunary domain 
1) One can see that our Main Theorem remains true over an albegraically 
closed field of αrbitrary chαracteristic. This follows replacing the Bertini 
Theorem (which we used several times during our proof) -true in character-
istic zero -by the Hartshorne's Bertini-type tl附 rem([Ha2], theoreme 5.1) -
true in arbitrary characteristic. The verifications are similar to Rathmarnγs 
veri長cationsfor curves in P4 and P5 ([Ra]). 
2) We can consider other topics from Halphen-Castelnuovo theory (see 
§1) also・ Oneexample is when P = linear normality. In [P5] and [P6] 
we extended the results of Dolcetti and Pareschi ([DP]) from P3 to higher 
dimensional projective spaces. 
3) Moreoverぅconcerningthe study of families of non-degenerate (smoothう
irreducible) curves from Pへwecan consider the Hilbert scheme Hd,9 (see 
糾.As Kleppe pointed out (Kl], §6) our results can be used in order to 
stand out "good”components of H':J.9 in a big range on (d, g, n). 
4) Finnal）ヘ fewwords concerni碍 thedomain D2 (see (2.10)). We proved 
that there is no g叩 forHC(n) in D! (see (2.9)) in our Main Theore瓜 We
recall from § 1 that for η 口 3,4, 5, 6, 7 isknown that the ( d,g )-plane is divided 
in a lacunary and a norトlacunarydomain in each c悩e.We conject包陀 that
D! and D2 from this article represents indeed the good definitions for the 
non-lac協 α旬（D!)a出 thelacunary ( D2) domains for any nと7.Although 
we do not deal is the pre附 ntarticle with D子letうsdo some hints whose aim 
is to suggest that D2 should be a good definition for the l制：unarydomain. 
If nと7and k: [n/3］水 weconsider the subdomains of D2 given by: 
D'.): : A( d, n) < g三π。（d,n), d三2n+1 
：仁川（dn），一）
αk(d,n）ラ ifn三 O(mod3) 
<g三A(d,n), 
2n十 l三d< d1(n) 
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(see ( 1.1) , ( 2 .1）ぅ（2.6）ぅ（2.7)). Then D2 = D;n U D~n. If (d, g) E D乞
inspired from the Harris-Eisenbud Conjectureう truefor d > 2n+ 1 (see [H], 
ch. II) and using the Horrowitz results from [Ho], §1 and the Example from 
[Ci］う weexpect that any such a (d, g) which is not a gap for HC(n) be the 
(deg( C), g( C)) for some smooth, non-degenerate curve C C pn lying either 
η 一九 η 
on a surface x； 一一二＜ p < -or on a (possibly singular) serol. In both 
pう 3 - 3 
cases we get gaps (these x; are obtained blowing up too few points from P2, 
at most 3うandon scrolls there is a formula relating d and gぅsee[Ci］う section
2, g). If (d, g）εD;n, by the same argument ( [H］ぅ［Ho］）ぅ thenecessary curves 
1n n¥ 
are expected to lie either on xn ( -< p < -) oron scrolls. We also expect 
p ¥2 - 3) 
gaps on x; for d ＜αfunctions of degree 3/2 in凡 whoseexistence could be 
proved using an argument similar to the case of cubic surfaces from [GP2]. 
We do not insist more on D乞theclassification of gaps from it being a rather 
delicate problem. 
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